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ABSTRACT 

DESIGNING THE FACE OF AN INTERFACE 

Aaron Marcus 

Computer Science and Mathematics Department 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 

University of California . 
Berkeley, CA 94720 

LBL-12733 

Graphic design can assist in creating' more effective communi
cation at the human-computer interface for computer graphics 
systems. Graphic design principles concern the selection of 
visual symbols, their arrangement and sequencing~ their 
relationship to the functions of a computer system, and their 
relationship to a user's expectations and needs. This paper 
presents a set of principles and discusses an exampl~ of their 
application to a large information management system's interface. 

INTRODUCTION 

As computer systems have developed over the last quarter century, 
the' number and complexity-of interfaces have also evolved. Of 
particular note is the increasing sophistication of the graphic 
quality of human-computer interfaces for computer systems. High 
resolution and/or color display screens are beginning to display 
symbols, words, and diagrams in complex layouts ard sequences of 
frames. In the early days of computer technology, little 
consideration was given to the precise selection of words and . 
symbols, or their layout and sequencing. These facets of 
interface design increasingly have come to the attention of 
computer technology in its search for "friendly", user-oriented 
computer systems. As more care is given to the visual form of the 
human-computer interface, this graphic communication entity will 
become a significant feature of computer systems. 

Unfortunately, there is currently a lack of specific guidelines 
for designing interfaces. Some compilations have appeared [Engel 
and Granda, Smithl: however, they tend to be at too fine a level 
'of d,etaii. They 'concernthemselve's wi th factors of legibili ty and 
·er'gonomi:ce££ici:e'ncy, They do 'not address the over-all strategies 
of the .gr,aphic design of major components of an interface. The 

Thisw.orkwassupportedby the Applied Mathematics Sciences 
Re'search'Programof the O.ffice of Energy Research, olf the 
tLS .• Departmentro·fEnergy under Contract NumberW-7405-ENG-48. 
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greatest lack is in dealing with matters of readability, i.eo, 
what aspects of interfaces encourage users who may have limited 
abilities, failing interest, antipathy towards computer systems, 
etc. As computer systems reach out to ever wider audiences, the 
notion of attracting and holding a user's interests and emotions 
will not seem so foreign a goal. 

In order to create and organize interfaces which have a high 
degree of efficiency, sophistication, and attractiveness, it is 
useful to consider the discipline of graphic design which has 
traditionally been concerned with the effective clothing of 
words, concepts, structures, and processes in visible form. It is 
the aim of this article to acquaint the computer graphics 
community with graphic design, some of its relevant literature, 
and to describe experimental changes made in one information 
management system on the basis of these principlesc 

GRAPHIC DESIGN 

Graphic design is a discipline concerned with creating effective 
visible languages in which to communicate facts, concepts, and 
emotions. Traditionally the media employed have been typography, 
cartography, photography, etc., in the context of printed books, 
posters, maps, diagrams, etc. There exists extensive literature 
concerned with typographic legibility, composition, sequencing, 
color, etc., which have a bearing upon the emerging forms of 
visual communication in computer graphics systems. In an earlier 
article [Marcus] we dealt with the relationship of graphic design 
to the images of information created by computer graphics 
systems, i.e., to charts, diagrams, maps, etc. This present 
article extends the relevance of graphic design to the design of 
human-computer interfaces. 

Because interfaces can vary so greatly in their visual form, this 
article will focus on relatively simple text-oriented interfaces 
with fixed-width characters. One advantage of this approach is 

. that these interfaces are curr~ntly the most widely used. In 
order to emphasize graphic designpr.inciples from traditional 
book design ·thatare immediately .relevant to the design of 
interfaces, most ,ofthefoll:owing dl-sca:s'sion 'will concentrate on 
display of information rather than the user's entry of 
information from akeyboa-reor o'therdeviee. 

In t-er_fac-e des.iqn i'JNolves se:l-ectilono;f~ols :and ~or:mats for 
thes:tand'ar:d ,f'unction:a,l.components :0£ iasys·tem: 'menu's ,prompts, 
help 11lessa.9-e-s,status ,rev.i'ew;s" 'etc .~n:te:r,fac.e d-esign Also 
:i-nvolves -'the ue;t:ail.£ea~spe·ci·fieation cf'st-andard's a't al-owe:r 
1ev-ei-;: tile 'tieterlDina'ti;on .:of ,a iaycut:gria"sel:e.cti:on 'of 
:typogr:aphi-c,st.y:les"si%ing" ';spacing." ,and :,mean's 'of ,emphasis" the 
st'anda:ra 'treatment zor cOilxinuQus prose" :int-:e:r1'~p·teap:r;o:se 

o 
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(messages), lists, titles, etc. Graphic design seeks to use 
principles of similarity, proximity, clarity, consistency, and 
simplicity in organizing visible language [Marcus] and making 
effective and attractive frames of information. These frames must 
aid learning of a complicated text, aid memorization, encourage 
accurate decision making, assist in building a clear conceptual 
image of the system in the user's mind, and attract and retain 
the user's attention in situations when the user may be 
uninterested, unmotivated, or distracted. 

There exists much traditional research on typographic legibility 
for printed texts [Rehe, Zachrisson, Tinker]. Although the 
research is not usually based on computer graphics displays some 
of the find.ings are relevant to interactive term5nals •• 
Legibility of individual characters or small clusters of 
characters for computer graphics displays has been studied, but .;;, 
larger issues of readable interface design are only recently 
being explored [Bleser, Spencer et aI, Reynolds et all. Some 
useful principles follow which are based upon the literature and 
the author's own professional experience as a graphic designer. 'h('F 

BASIC PLANNING: THE REFERENCE GRID 

Unlike conventional prose texts, interfaces have many components 
and corresponding layouts. These include tables, indexes, lists, 
numbered items, diagrammatic presentations, explanatory notes, 
and pictorial images. The interface is not intended for 
continuous reading as for prose text, but is a framework for 
complex movement with constant shifts of instruction and 
attention. Hartley, who has written a manual for designing 
instructional texts, refers to the need of the layout to be a 
"consistent and trustworthy" guide, which must advise viewers on 
their next moves, remind them of their origins, and provide a 
mental map of the over-all system [Hartley, 13]. 

Designing the layout requires a sensitivity, first of all, to the 
limitations of the viewing area, i.e., the display screen, as 
well as printed copies made at a later time. One must begin with 
a reference grid, a series of lines that determines the overall 
d.imensions of a f.rame, the essential areas for text, the number 
of columns of text, their widths, the spaces between columns, 
some of the intervals above and below standard items, such as 
frame numbers ,etc. t-lany interfaces currently employ fixed-width, 
non-proportional characters. In such cases, the basictne.asu·r~ing 
units can be a single character in the horizontal directiona.nd a 
line spacing in the ver tica~ direction. A reference grid allows 
thedes.igner to block out the kinds 0.£ inform-a·tion ,tha,twill 
genera~ly appea'r in frames. The grid both de-termines fixed 
posi·tions,margins, and interblock spaces"as well as ,proviaing ,a 
framework fO.1: variationsofcompo.sition. The grid lies 
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"invisibly" behind every frame. Sometimes the grid must be 
"broken" or ignored for special materials. It is not an 
absolutely unviolated device, but it must work most of the time 
or else a new grid needs to be devised. 

TYPOGRAPHIC PARAMETERS 

In the situation of fixed-width, non-proportional characters, 
variation in typesize is either non-existent or very limited. 
This is not necessarily a limitation: it can be an incentive to 
make spatial cues and typographic emphasis more potent. As more 
sophisticated display screens become available, size selection 
will become more crucial, e.g., to distinguish footnotes from 
main text, and main text from titles. 

Line length is often pre-determined in the sense that typesize 
variation is limited to one or two sizes. The crucial factor in 
typography is often the width of lines [Hartley, 21]. Long lines 
slow down reading. Most typographers recommend 40-60 characters 
per line [Rehe, Chaparos, Hartley, Craig]. Doubling (reading the 
same line twice) results when lines are too long and without 
enough space between lines. In interrupted prose, typical of 
instructional text in interfaces, the lines are essentially 
unjustified or "ragged right". Their effective visual length will 
b~ shorter than the actual maximum. 

Line spacing is measured from baseline to baseline between lines 
of text. This line spacing should be optically at least equal,to 
the word spacing and should be consistent to contrast with" 
transitions to new material, to highlight elements, etc. Normally 
one to three variations in line spacing suffices. 

Letter Spacing and Justification 

For maximum legibility and reading ease, the amounts of space 
between each letter in a word should be optically equal. 
Likewise, the spaces between each word in a line should be 
optically equal. Fixed-width characters on many terminals and 
printers are usually not well designed for good leter and word 
spacing. They often have too much space between letters -and 
between words and too little space between lines. 

Typesetting style should ensure a natural flow of text. In 
justified tvpogr-aphy, space is added between words (and sometimes 
let·t-er-s)to make all lines the same length. In unjustified 
typography, equal word spacing and equal letterspacing cause 
lines to end une-venly. There is a tendency in computer sc i:ence 
a.nd i-nformatio.n .science 'to assume that justified texts are in 
Some way better .,but re:search .shows there is no diff·erence in 
legibility or comprehension [Rehe,33]. 
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Geed quality justified typegraphy has nearly equal ameunts 'Of 
space between werds. This dees net disturb the flew 'Of text. In 
peer quality typesetting, unequal werd spacing frem line te line 
creates streng patters that are visually cenfusing. These large 
spaces semetimes ameunt te unintended punctuatien that interrupts 
the flew 'Of ideas, especially in fermats that have shert lines. 
Variations in spaces between werds tend te be greater than they 
are in lenger lines. As mentiened abeve, justificatienwith 
fixed-width characters is usually poerly dene. 

Geed quality unjustified typography will have few hyphenatiens 
and small differences in line lengths. Line lengths 'Of 
unjustified typegraphy can be centre lIed with hyphenatien style. 
No hyphenatiens will cause large variatien in line lengths. , 
Preper hyphenatiens tend te even 'Out line lengths. 

Space and Structure 

The intentien 'Of a designed text is te ce-erdinate the semantics 
'Of all symbels including spaces. Many structured texts 
underutilize spatial cues 'Or create cenflicting and cenfusing 
spatial cues. One typical user task in interactive systems is to 
quickly scan previeus material en the screen in 'Order te check 
fer certain items 'Of infermatien. Spatial structure can assist 
this seach by limiting the ameunt 'Of variatien and making each 
variatien significant. Censider paragraph indentatien: line skips 
between paragraphs may be preferable since each new statement is 
'Often a very distinct entity. Items which are indented can be 
used as subgreupings 'Of majer blocks 'Of text. 

Letterferms and Capitalizatien 

Where type fent selectien is limited 'Or nen-existent, the majer 
task fer the designer is to cheese frem ameng available 
nen-alphanumeric symbels effectively fer special means 'Of 
emphasis (e.g., fer rules, "bullets", etc.). Fer many fixed-width 
character displays, italic and beld characters may net be 
available, but reverse videe and blinking characters may be 
accessible. 'Typeg.r aphic .empha,s ismus t be co-erdina ted with 
spatial locatien.This wi.ll us·ually :re-quire 't'e'stingof varlatiens 
to det'ermine 'Optimum combinatiens. In general, 'One sheuld avoid 
ove1:'ly r'edu'ndant codi'ng(e.g., asi'ze and position change in 
additiontoa speei,al .symbol to :callat te,ntien to an item) •. 

'Lowercasetypography is mo'revari·.ed i,n lets 'Shapes; i:tismore 
legi.ble 'becaus,e .w,orcs ,areperc,ei'v,ed :b,ythe .sha:pe ·Q,ftheir 
'Outline" .no't ,aeclpberea:le~t,ter :by Ie't'ter .• ;All-,c:ap"ital wordsar,e 
mcreunifo,t:m in !sh~peana -1nu'S'tbe'oeeipher;ed 'l~e'tte'rby. le·t't;eY. 
Reaaing 'speed 1Ray be slowed by :asmucn ;as 13'%IRehe., 3'6, 
Cha,pa.ros~ ..Ocea'Sic:nal 'useof :capi'ta'.ls 'for :speci;a.l:emph·asis" 
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especially with fixed-width characters, is necessary, but should 
be kept to~a minimum. The use of fixed-width all-capital settings 
with close line spacing, so common in computer display devices, 
is a gross departure from traditional typographic practiceo Some 
researchers and designers feel that lowercase letters, set off by 
space or typographic emphasis (e.g., boldness) are entirely 
sufficient for titles and subtitles, making all-capital settings 
rare [Rehe, Hartley]. 

Tables and Lists 

Tables and lists of various kinds for indexes, file directories, 
etc., are features of many interactive computer systems. Their 
formats vary considerably, but research suggests that items need 
to be carefully grouped, both horizontaly and vertically so as to 
convey the content efficiently [Hartley, 50]e For example, 
Spencer [Spencer et all examined ten variations for presenting 
bibliographic material and determined the three best ways of 
presenting it. Such studies indicate that attention to layout can 
have a noticeable effect on ease of use of lists. However, 
research in this area is still limited. Linear rules can be used 
to group selected components of the tables (e.g., column titles) 
but they should not be over-used. Generally, no more than two 
varieties of rules should be used [Hartley, 51]. 

AN APPLICATION: SEEDIS 

Seedis is an experimental information management system developed 
over the last eight years in the Computer Science and Mathematics 
Department of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory for the US Department 
of Energy and the US Department of Labor [McCarthy et all. Users 
of the system can make reports, maps, and charts from large 
databases about energy, demographics, environmental conditions, 
economics, etc. During the original de'vel:opment of Seedis 
(1972-80), relatively little effort went into designing the 
interface which was characterized by inconsistency and 
incompleteness. The author has proposed graphic design changes 
based on the principles outlined above, and these changes have 
been implemented recently • The .author isa1.so preparing ,a ·graphi:c 
design manual which definitively describes these changes and 
prescriptions for Seedis. 

The goal of thegr.aphi:c de·si.gn e.ffort :has ,been :to .incr'ease the 
effectivenesso.f the in·terface -byincre.asing its 'consistency and 
clarity, deve:lopingt:rust intb.e -user# andtber-eby incre,asillg tb-e 
pe:i:ce-i vednf rie,ndlines'S'· ·o:f 'tbesystem.'1'hls -wili :l'eadtomcre 
positive response in the tuser.,tc :abetter ;:conc~p'tua~ ·:f:r.amewor.k 
i.n the mind of ·the -user, a-nd mo:t-eef£-eccive ::communication betwe:en 
human being .anClmac:hicne. 

(. 
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Although the current Seedis environment (6 nodes on a network of 
VAX's) includes a variety of high resolution graphics terminal, 
printers, and paper terminals, many Seedis users communicate with 
Seedis via very simple terminals such as the Lear-Siegler AOM3. 
Therefore, Seedis frames, of informational text are designed for a 
frame 80 characters wide by 24 lines deep. This is an industry 
wide standard that will be valid for at least another 5 to 10 
years for many simple terminals. 

Because most of the computer's replies are of fairly brief 
extent, even for lengthy help messages, a line of text 40-60 
characters wide is appropriate. In order to separate the 
computer's statements from the user's, the computer will 
generally type in character positions 21 to 80, while the user 
will begin typing in character position 1. Examples of typical 
frames appear in the accompanying Figures. The visual separation 
of ·voices· in the human-computer dialogue allows the user to 
scan lines on the screen or on paper output more effectively. The 
user can see the unfolding dialogue to observe patterns of 
decision making and to find specific information quickly. It is 
important to assure the user that s/he is driving the system, not 
the other way around. The intention of this layout is to 
emphasize the user's selections from a menu or a menu-prompt and 
the computer system's responses to that selection. 

Upper and lower case typography has been used wherever possible 
because of its greater legibility for lines of text and short 
phrases. All cap settings of words and phrases are used sparingly 
and only where there is an important semantic reference to 
denote: All-cap settings are used as key words that identify the 
module from which the current command prompts are coming, and 
titles for pages of textual or tabular information. 

A standard title, page number, prompt line and user request line 
are usually displayed on every page. In this way the user's 
present location, past history (the context part of the prompt 
message), and future locations (the options of the prompt) are 
always present. The frame layout has also tried to account for 
typed paper presentation. Note that the full 80 character width 
can be typed out on standard width paper (8.5 x 11 inches). Using 
pica or elite typewriters (10 or 12 pitch) non-proportional 
letters, a full width of 8 or 7.2 inches is obtained for 80 
characters .• Use of 12 pitch typing is recommended to allow a left 
hand lIla,rgin for binding ,and an ample right-hand margin. 

T,he gr,aphic de.sign of the page assumes that most text will appear 
'between 'char'acterposi tions '21 through 79 (one less than maximum 
to avoid a thete-rmin'al' s 'a'utomatic line feed). Occasionally 
-table_sand lists occupy the entire screen. Because most _lines 
begin or b-av,e fields beginning in column 21 ,there will be a 
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strong visual axis vertically along character position 21. It is 
along this invisible, implicit vertical line that a user can 
efficiently scan when searching for information. To reinforce 
this significance, most database titles, prompts, etc., begin in 
character position 21. After experimentation with variations the 
most useful tabular settings appeared to be every 5 characters 
beginning in column 1 and continuing across the screen. The tab 
settings are simple divisions of the jump between the user's 
starting position (position 1) and the computer system's starting 
position (position 21). A tab width of 5 or 10 characters allows 
short fields of 4 or 9 characters and encourages a limited, 
consistent set of tab stops. 

Whenever possible, the codes or other items to be selected in a 
list are placed immedately preceeding position 21, i.e., 
beginning in positions 16 or 11. When more than one field must be 
placed in columns 1 through 19 (assuming one skipped character in 
position 20), the most important field, usually the one 
containing items to be selected, is placed at the far left so 
that it can be easily detected. The left-most field and the one 
beginning in position 21 are the two most important locations. 
Remaining fields are placed at the far right. Wherever possible, 
consistency of location is maintained, and fields are arranged in 
conceptually linked groups, e.g., units and variables. 

Page numbers include the word "Page" to reduce confusion about 
the appearance of isolated digits in the display and to avoid 
confusion with possible section numbers. Although not completely 
implemented, it is recommended that "Page 2 of 15" be the 
convention to indicate further pages. The user will be aware of 
how much other material might lie in a module or section. 

Horizontal lines formed by hyphens are used to call the reader's 
attention to titles of tabular or prose material that is 
subordinate to the main title. The hyphen rule r~places a blank 
line of space, which normally would have been necessary for 
visual clarity. The width of the hyphen rule, 59 characters 
maximum, follows the standard width in order to emphasize the 
tit.le and the full column width. Within tables, the hyphen rule 
.m·ay be wider than 5-9 ·characters .in 'order to inc~ude fields in 
character positions ~ through 19. No.rmally one character space 
int.er.rupts the rule between fields. 

Whe:re ~PQ:si!d.ble~ 1istso£ short k-eywords a.llowreading down in 
~eol'w:ms -of-q.reat:e~rthan 31ines.Lis~ts usually begin with a 
b·eader ,at.i·tle, and a hyphen lines, and end with a line skip, 
then 'th:e .~prompt·. :If necessary , li'st.s mayoceupy the fu~.lwidth 0.£ 
.tn;e pa:se.,w.ith .cor.r·e.spondingly wid·er hyphen lines. It is 
gener:al.l:y .%'.ecom:mend·edthat lis·t:stakeup horizontal bands so that 
as ·they g:t'ow .in :length ,theycan -e.a.sil.y ·expandin·to .. a next f.r ame. 
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EVALUATION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Many variations of page formats were studied before the 
conventions for Seedis were proposed. The new graphic design 
format has been introduced into the system wherever it did not 
require major reprogramming. Since implemention of these changes, 
users appear to notice the differences and to respond favorably 
to them. The new graphic design has also served as a model for 
staff preparing new modules and components of Seedis. It appears 
that carefully controlled graphic design within Seedis can result 
in an improvement in the efficiency of the interface and 
production of system components. The application of the design 
principles outlined in this article and included in the graphic 
design manual should enable future programmers to economically 
prepare, produce and install the various modules being developed 
in such a way as to use their resources to their full potential 
and to retain over-all visual coherency of the system. 

Throughout the industry, testing of interface design often 
remains rUdimentary. Partial testing of limited aspects has taken 
place [Spencer, Bleser], but no means of high level evaluation is 
widely accepted. Partial tests can show where some features of an 
interface are seriously deficient or where effective approaches 
are counter-intuitive. The application described above has only 
recently been implemented~ detailed evaluation remains to be 
carried out, and much more graphic design remains to be done. 

The graphic design of interfaces is not a science, nor is it 
solely an art. It is an activity of design, a mixture of 
articulated analytical methods plus intuition and creative 
insight. The forgoing discussion has attempted to clarify what 
graphic design is, to identify some principles that are relevant 
to interface design, and to show how they can set the context 
for, but not necessarily guarantee effective design of the 
human-machine interface. As interfaces become more visual and 
less textual, graphic design may again be used to assist with 
even more complicated issues than those addressed above, e.g., to 
create diverse styles of interfaces for a single system (third 
world versus first world, novice versus expert, :etc.), to create 
complex non-verbal symbols, diagrams, andmap-lfkeinter£ac:es" 
and to improve the overall documentation ·of a system (tutorials, 
reference manuals , users guides, etc.) 'The role of graphic .de.sign 
in helping to de.sign the f.ac·e ·of interf,ace.s is now ,beginning to 
emerge. 
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FIGURE l: SINGLE FRAME WELCOME MESSAGE 

Input 
-------------------
? 
help 
show 
review 
cancel 
quit 

. . 

----------------------------------------------------------WELCOME '1'0 SEEDIS, VERSION 2.0 

At any point in Seedis, you can type the following global 
commands to get these responses: 

Descr iption 

list and describe commands in this menu 
describe the purpose of this menu' s commands 
list and explain items to be selected 
list current session status and history 
delete current selections (depends upon context) 
return to previous menu 

If you ·exitabnormally, type -restore- to recover. 
Then, to restart Seedis, type -seedis-. 

Non-Seedis symbols are now being put aside. 
Please wait. Your menu-prompt will appear shortly. 

SEEDIS: area, data, display, profile 

FIGURE 2: SINGLE FRAME COMMAND MENU DESCRIPTION 

DATA: <line letter(s», table, <page number>, CR 
: ? 

Input . Descr iption 
------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------
<line letter(s» 
table 
<page number> 
CR 

? 
help 
show 
review 
cancel 
quit 

select one or more data elements by line letter codes 
display table of contents for this database 
display a particular page 
(carriage return) display the next page 

list available commands in this menu 
describe data element selection 
display table of contents for this database 
list current data element selections and history 
delete current data element selections for this database 
return to database selection menu 

DATA: <line letter(s», table, <page number>, CR 
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FIGURE 3: SINGLE FRAME IIBLP MESSAGE 

g help 

area 
data 
display 
proflle 

SBBDIS: area~ data, display, profile 

USING SDDIS 

LaLls Seedis is an experimental information system that 
includes integrated program modules for retrieving, analy
zing, and displaying selected portions of large databases. 
Seedis contains a vide variety of geographically linked 
databases on U.s. population, economy, employment, 
mortality, air quality, energy production and use, etc. 
Program modules in Seedis include the following: 

select geographic area (level and scope of analysis) 
select, extract, or enter data for specified areas 
manipulate and display data in tables, maps, and charts 
produce .tandard socio-econollic reports for selected areas 

Hormally Area, Data, and Display are used in the order 
given. Bowever, once the geographic study area is defined 
in Area, you may alternate between Display and the 
selection, extraction, or entering of additional items 
in Data. 

SEEDIS: area, data, display, profile 

FIGURE 4: SINGLE FRAME SHOWING LEVELS OF DETAIL FOR AREA SELECTION 

~ show 
AREA: nation, state, county, <other level> 

LEVELS OF DETAIL FOR GEOGRAPHIC WITS AS OF 24 APRIL 81 

Interstate: unit crosses state boundaries 
-----------------------------------------------------------
AQCR 
BEA 
BEA69 
BEA77 

BECHT 
CENSOS 
COAL 
FED 

LMA 
BATION80 
NECMA77 
NECMA79 

NPC 
PAD 
POS70 
SCSA79 

SMSA71 
SMSA73 
SMSA75 
SMSA77 

SMSA79 
WATER 
WRASA 
WRSA 

Substate: unit crosses county boundaries within a state 

-------~---------------------------------------------------BEAPART77 
COUNTY8.0 
LMPM 
MSP 
NeBS 

NCI 
PLBLS 
PUPA 
PRSP80 
SEA70 

STAQCR 
STATE 
STBEA69 
STBEA77 
STLMA 

STNECMA77 
STNECMA79 
STPOS70 
STSP.ISA71 
STSMSA73 

Subcounty: unit.nti~ely within a county 

STSMSA75 
STSMSA77 
STSlolSA79 
STWATER 
STWRASA 

STWRSA 
TOWNSHIP 

-----------------------------------------------------------
PLACE 'TRACT 

"SR01f : table, <page number >, CR 

• 
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